Engineering aluminum binding affinity in an isolated EF-hand from troponin C: a computational site-directed mutagenesis study.
Peptides with the ability to specifically bind aluminum would potentially be of great use in the fields of biochemistry and environmental chemistry. Unfortunately no such peptides are known. An aluminum-specific peptide may be used as an in vivo chelator, for metalloprotein design, for understanding metal-ion induced folding and metal-ion trafficking, and as an environmental sensor to monitor metal pollution in the environment. Plants genetically engineered to produce an aluminum binding peptide might be useful in environmental remediation in areas of high free aluminum ion concentration. In this paper, which is the theoretical complement to the experimental work, we analyzed crystallographic structures of EF-hands bound to various metals in order to determine the ligand distances and identities to compare to metal-ion size, charge, electronegativity, and coordination number and performed energy minimization calculations to identify possible mutations. We then constructed various mutant sequences in silico in an isolated EF-hand from troponin C and analyzed their binding behavior using molecular mechanics for binding to Tb(3+) as compared to Al(3+). As a result of these analyses we were able to isolate some characteristics that could lead to mutant peptides with enhanced aluminum activity that we plan to test experimentally in the future. We also performed metal-ion binding studies with the isolated EF-hand used in the computational work to examine the ability of Al(3+) and comparative metals to bind the peptide. In competition studies, the peptide demonstrated preference for Tb(3+) over Al(3+).